September 27, 2011

MEMORANDUM FOR: Write Your Own (WYO) Principal Coordinators and the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Servicing Agent

FROM: NFIP Clearinghouse

SUBJECT: Adjusted Dates of Loss FICO 293 – PA Tropical Storm Lee

Tropical Storm Lee produced torrential rain and flood damage in Pennsylvania. In Clearinghouse Bulletin W-11080 dated September 13, 2011, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) assigned FICO number 293 to track the claims arising from this event. FEMA has now adjusted the Dates of Loss for the event.

State       FICO Number   Dates of Loss
Pennsylvania 293           September 5, 2011 – September 22, 2011

cc: Vendors, IBHS; Government Technical Representative

Required Routing: Claims, Underwriting